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Species: Frog First appearance: 2005 in Boy's Club

How Pepe the Frog Became a Nazi Trump Supporter and
Alt ...
https://www.thedailybeast.com/how-pepe-the-frog-became-a-nazi...
The campaign to reclaim Pepe from normies was an effort to prevent this sort of death,
but it also had the effect of desensitizing swaths of the Internet to racist, but mostly anti-
Semitic, ideas supported by the so-called alt-right movement.

Pepe the Frog Declared Hate Symbol by ADL After
Alt-Right ...
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/pepe-frog-declared-hate...
Watch video · Pepe the Frog, a cartoon character popular with alt-right campaigners and
some Donald Trump supporters, has been declared a hate symbol by the Anti-Defamation
League. The green icon has increasingly been appropriated for racist or bigoted internet
memes and gained traction in the online postings of white supremacists and alt-right â€¦

Pepe the Frog - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pepe_the_Frog
This deity, in turn, was associated with Pepe the Frog on internet forums. The internet
meme has its origin on the internet message forum 4chan and other chans, and the board
/pol/ in particular. Kek references are closely associated with â€¦
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Gender: Male Created by: Matt Furie

History · Other uses

Pepe and the stormtroopers - Trump and the Alt-Right
https://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21707201-how-donald...
And, if the Alt-Right is not a viable political right, nor, in the scope of American history, is
it really an alternative. Rather it is the latest iteration in an old, poisonous strain of â€¦

The Creator of Pepe the Frog Talks About The Alt-Right ...
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/09/its-not-easy...
Furie: Here and there, I just did an official, itâ€™s called Pepe Official clothing line, one
of the items of clothing is a button up white shirt, with a pattern of Pepes on it, and all of
â€¦

Pepe the Frog - Anti-Defamation League
https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/pepe-the-frog
Pepe the Frog is a popular Internet meme used in a variety of contexts. In recent years it
has also been appropriated by white supremacists, particularly those from the "alt right,"
who use in racist, anti-Semitic or other hateful contexts.

Videos of pepe alt right
bing.com/videos

See more videos of pepe alt right

Pepe the Frog Creator Speaks Out on Meme's Alt-Right
â€¦
https://www.dailydot.com/unclick/matt-furie-pepe-the-frog-alt-right
In fact, Hillary Clintonâ€˜s website was updated this morning with an explainer that claims
Pepe is â€œa symbol associated with white supremacy.â€� Iâ€™ve argued, meanwhile,
that Pepe has been hijacked for the alt-right cause and does not represent their views.

How 'Pepe the Frog' went from harmless to hate symbol
www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-pepe-the-frog-hate-symbol...
Oct 11, 2016 · It all seemed in good fun, but in late September, Pepe's green visage was
designated a hate symbol by the Anti-Defamation League. The ADL's online hate symbol
database is designed to help law enforcement, educators, and members of the general
public identify potentially hateful images, explained Oren Segal, the director of the â€¦

Pepe the Frog is not a Nazi, no matter what the alt-right
â€¦
https://www.dailydot.com/unclick/pepe-the-frog-alt-right-white...
One of historyâ€™s finest memes is being held hostage. Pepe the Frog has been taken
hostage by the alt-right fringe. The once-noble meme is now an icon of white supremacy,
trotted out to signify the Trump Trainâ€™s internet bona fides. He needs our help like
never before. The cartoon frog, familiar ...

Pepe the Frog | Know Your Meme
knowyourmeme.com/memes/pepe-the-frog
On May 26th, 2016, The Daily Beast published an article titled â€œHow Pepe the Frog
Became a Nazi Trump Supporter and Alt-Right Symbol.â€œ The article included an
interview with Twitter user @JaredTSwift, identified as an â€œanonymous white
nationalist,â€� who claimed there was a â€œcampaign to reclaim Pepe from normiesâ€�
by creating anti â€¦

For the Alt-Right, the Message Is in the Punctuation - â€¦
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/11/arts/for-the-alt-right-the...
Jun 11, 2016 · Itâ€™s just that on alt-right accounts, Pepe appears with an exaggerated
hook nose or comes adorned with a Trumpian toupee. The alt-right takes the online ...

We Spoke To The Guy Who Yelled 'Pepe' During Hillary ...
www.breitbart.com/.../spoke-guy-shouted-pepe-hillarys-alt-right-speech
The second was the moment when a man in the crowd was ejected for yelling
â€œPEPE!â€�, the name of the iconic green frog meme that has become the alt-
rightâ€™s mascot, as soon as she mentioned the movement.
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0:07 HD

4chaner shouts out
"pepe" during Clinton's Alt

YouTube · 8/25/2016 ·

0:38 HD

Pepe The Frog Creator Is
Taking His Creation Back

YouTube · 9/19/2017 · 183

0:38 HD

Pepe The Frog Creator Is
Taking His Creation Back

Dailymotion · 9/19/2017 · 7
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